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Lenny Bedoian loves food of all kinds but is particularly smitten with Chinese cuisine. His article is an excerpt
from a larger work in progress about Chinese food and the
American experience. Originally from the East Coast, he
now lives in Fresno, CA.
Cecilia Chapman lives in Northern California and attended Parsons School of Design in New York. “In all my work,”
she says, “I feel compelled to examine the human hunger
for illusion, mystery and adventure and the images people
choose to guide their lives.”
John Lombardo is a virgin writer/photographer waiting
to be deﬁled. He enjoys murder movies, bitter beer, noisy
pop songs, and still believes all cameras steal souls. He
lives in Chicago where he runs stationary [heart] recordings, an idependent record label.
Janie Neumann is a world traveler and photography enthusiast who captured many photos of Jesus while they
both seemed to be on holiday in the same place at the
same time! She has recently moved to Perth, Scotland
where she is saving the planet one tourist at a time.
Erica Rockaway is a freelance writer and specialist in all
things rockin’. In her San Francisco ﬂat, she is the only of
the four residents who is not a musician, but she tries to
strum a few chords on guitar now and then.

Arlo Tolesco is a sex writer and musician living in San
Francisco. His work has appeared in the Good Vibrations
magazine, Fleshbot, and Best American Sex Writing.

By Arlo Tolesco
Ah, the joys of the Indian Railway. How I’ve

ning necessary. Sneak into the bathroom,

been squashed, stomped, burned, squeezed,

lock the door, bend ‘er over, and schtup

all concepts of personal space violated.

schtup schtup. What’s the worst that can

Curled up in a ball for 50 hours, trash com-

happen? A line of annoyed passengers

pacted into the clattering steel death trap,

waiting outside when you emerge triumph-

the car hot and fragrant as a tandoori oven.

antly? Blush blush, giggle giggle. A rush of

Worst thing of all: nobody complains. Open

adrenaline and no harm done. What’s there

your loudmouth Westerner mouth and you’ll

to worry about? There’s only your own

succeed in sounding like a whiny ass.

shyness to stop you.

However, if you know how to work it, the

What I’m talking about here is much rarer

Indian Railway is an inexpensive, comfort-

and the stakes much higher—perhaps the

able, and exciting way to travel around

jewel of all transit trysts: the illicit train

the Subcontinent. It’s also a great place to

fuck. Welcome all to the forbidden plea-

make love. Long hours conﬁned to a tight

sures of the Choo-Choo Club.

space. A subtle rumbling against the rails,
delicately stirring up the juices. Pistons. The

Countless travelers hit the rails with high

romance of trains. Passion chugging away

hopes of getting down, but few actually pull

at a steamy 110 km per hour.

it off. It’s even taken me a few times to prevail. But now that I’m an expert, honed my

Perhaps you’ve known the joys of the Mile

craft in the ﬁeld, I want to share my secrets

High Club. Good times to be sure. I hate to

with you, my friend. And hopefully when

break it to you though: everyone’s done it

you see me next time, you will tell me all

on a plane.

about the incredible screw you had on the
train over the expensive lunch you will buy

That’s easy. An act of spontaneity. No plan1

to thank me.

Train station in Chennai
Step 1: Traveling around festival time? For-

It only takes one night sleeping on the cold

get it, buddy. The Railways—and India as

train station ﬂoor to open your mind to the

a whole for that matter—lose all pretense

possibilities of bending time and space. It

of sanity. Ticketing goes out the window. If

doesn’t matter how impossibly full the train

you can ﬁght your way on, it’s a free ride.

seems—you begin to perceive the nooks

But that means as many people as human-

and crannies between atoms, the imper-

ly possible will wedge themselves onto the

manence of matter. Alighting becomes an

train. And take note: humanly possible is a

act of metaphysical desperation—will you

profound concept. These are Indians we’re

spend another night in the station or rede-

talking about here. They levitate. Tie them-

ﬁne your perception of reality? Sometimes

selves into impossible yogic knots. Sleep on

the train doesn’t even come to a full stop.

beds of nails. Drink poison. Hunt tigers with

Try to ignore the fact that there are peo-

bare hands.

ple—entire families—frantic, ﬂailing, push2

ing, heaving huge parcels—the accumula-

3: Here’s the key: 2nd class AC. Ok, so it’s

tion of all their worldly possessions—moving

a little pricey, a lot more money than 2nd

off the train as well. Some of them will be

class non-AC (approx $10 vs. $40 to tra-

crying. Did I mention the livestock? How

verse the length of India). But here’s the

laughably (under other circumstances) nar-

thing: 2nd class AC has curtains. Are you

row the doors are?

listening to me?!?! Curtains. So, if you want
to fuck, get your priorities straight, pony up

Grab hold of the side of the train (there are

the extra few bucks and go for the thick

metal bars for that purpose) and hang on as

obfuscating curtains. (1st class has got ‘em

it picks up speed. Inside, people are settling

too, but if you’re young and edgy enough to

in, ﬁnding room for new passengers where

want to fuck on the train, then chances are,

before none existed. Even if you’re outside

you can’t afford 1st class).

for a while (10 minutes hanging off a speeding train seems like an eternity—very scary),
wind in your hair, pack weighing heavily
on your back...don’t worry. Eventually—
miraculously—everyone with enough will
and chutzpah gets on the train.
If, under these conditions, you still to try
to do it, then congratulations: you are truly
a sick fuck and are clearly not the kind of
person who needs to read “10 easy steps”
articles to get what you want out of life.
2: Ok, the coast is clear. It’s not festival
time, which means the train system will
merely be chaotic rather than utter madness. But even still, it’s never easy to get
a ticket. Go to the tourist ofﬁce and ask for
the secret tourist quota tickets. They save
a few spots on most trains for you lucky,
horny Westerners. Try to buy tickets as far
in advance as possible so you can arrange
all the important details.
3

Inside 2nd class AC

4: But even then, merely securing two
seats together in 2nd class AC ain’t gonna
get you no nookie yet, son. You need to
get the right seats. So listen up. (See chart
1.32a). First of all, let me tell you: sleeper
class (that’s where you are) is totally pimp.
Everyone gets their own bunk. Plus, you
get pillows and bedding and towels and it’s
clean. The food’s even good. Three meals

Label of delicious food served onboard

a day plus snacks. That’s right, they serve
you meals on the train.

are the only bunks that are separated completely by their own curtains. It is assigned

So, you’ve got the bed and you’ve got cur-

seating, so you must book these seats in

tains—but don’t go whipping it out quite yet.

advance. The ticket person won’t give them

Problem is, it’s tight quarters. You can get

to you unless you ask.

two seats together but even with curtains,
you’re not always alone. Two-thirds of the

Once you’ve secured your two side berths

bunks are directly across from other bunks.

in the 2nd class AC car, you’re 75% of the

In other words, the curtain blocks off sec-

way there. Just a few more things you need

tions of four bunks. And forget it, I don’t

to know...

care how soundly it looks like he’s sleeping—you’re not going to do it with some

5: DON’T GET CAUGHT. In the very least,

guy sleeping across from you. Quarters are

they’ll boot the both of you off the train.

just too tight. Even if you think you can

Which is an intimidating prospect consid-

hide under a pile of blankets or something.

ering the remote, cholera-infested villages

Nope. There’s no way you could get away

you’ll be traveling through. And that would

with it. Even just innocently lying in the

be considered getting off lightly. It’s pos-

same sleeper bed with someone is pretty

sible the Indian army men who patrol the

risqué by Indian standards and will attract

trains might arrest you and throw you in

attention. Also, you’ve got to remember:

the brig. India is notoriously prudish like

you’re a Westerner. You’re a rock star. All

that and doesn’t take kindly to licentious

eyes are on you all the time.

Westerners’ public displays of erections.

The trick is, when you’re buying tickets,

6: Since you mustn’t get caught, book an

you must request the two side seats. Those

overnight trip. Which is the whole point
4

The backside of a train ticket
of riding sleeper class, isn’t it? You’ve got

who might be passing by, inches away.

to wait until night, when everyone is all

There’s just not that much room up there.

tuckered out. After dinner, the passengers

The sleeper berths are decent sized for one

wash up and lights go out about 10-ish. The

small person, but two? Fancy maneuverings

darkened train snakes along the country-

are out of the question; practice your Kama

side. The sounds of snoring and coughing

Sutra back at the hotel.

pepper the air. That’s your cue to sneak out
of your lower berth and, ﬁxing the curtain

Traditional Indian garments are best, I

behind you, climb up into the forbidden up-

think. Sexiest thing ever would be a sari

per berth, slipping behind your accomplice,

(but not very practical for a Western girl

who by now should be trembling with deli-

on an overnight train ride—it takes a lot of

cious anticipation.

practice to wear those things). Most sensible would be a loose skirt or perhaps a

5

7: The right clothes are very important!

sarong-type wrap for the ladies. Trying to

Even now, spooned together on your bunk,

wriggle out of tight pants right now could

hidden behind the curtain, you’ve got to

break your cover plus leave you in a com-

take every precaution not to draw the at-

promising position if something goes awry.

tentions of passengers and train attendants

Keep it simple. You just want to be able to

lift that skirt and do the deed. No panties?

and make the effort to carefully wash up

All the better.

afterwards. Or time the encounter towards
the end of the journey to minimize hours

8: Personal Hygiene. You might want to

spent sopping wet, a gamey brew of love

think ahead if you’ve got 50 more hours

juice and bacteria marinating between

on the train and only a squalid squat toilet

those sumptuous thighs.

and a bucket of giardia-infested water to
clean oneself. Even in upper class berths,

9: Ok, buddy. It’s time. Everything is per-

the bathroom situation is pretty bleak.

fect. Curtain down. Skirt lifted. Her bare
ass arched and ready for penetration. Let

This could make for a very uncomfort-

the soft chug chug chug suggest primal

able, unhealthy situation for the ladies.

rhythms. Go slow. Don’t cum too fast, you

It’s already hard enough to avoid getting

oaf! Let this be one of the most memorable

sick while traveling, no need to wantonly

fucks of your life. Don’t go crazy and push

compromise the immune system in such

her off the bunk. BE QUIET!!! Repeat as

a careless fashion. Guys, think of it this

many times as necessary to achieve de-

way: if you don’t take responsibility for her

sired results.

gynecological health now, how many good
screws will you miss later on when she’s

10: Stick that peter back in your pants and

nursing a nasty yeast infection, vaginosis,

climb back down to the lower berth when

or worse? The easiest thing here would be

ﬁnished. Mission accomplished. Welcome,

to slip on a condom to contain. In lieu of a

fellow member of the Choo-Choo Club! ~

rubber, ladies should brave the bathroom

6

By Greg Leonard
Incubus is an obscure 1960s oddity of a ﬁlm

sion set. Do not attempt to adjust the pic-

thought for some time to be lost. The movie

ture.” His script for Incubus is much more

is a fable of good versus evil, the language

straightforward than the off-kilter realities

simple, the characters archetypal. Marco is

presented in the series.

a soldier returned home to recover from the
wounds of battle. An honorable man, pure

According to his DVD audio commentary, it

of heart, he risked his own life to save his

was the elemental nature of the story that

comrades. Now he is tended by his simple,

drew a pre-Star Trek William Shatner to the

innocent sister Arndis. It would be peaceful

project. He had enjoyed working with Stevens

and bucolic, but there are demons about.

earlier on The Outer Limits. Shatner’s subsequent fame will no doubt guarantee a fol-

Right

from

the

opening

credits,

pre-

lowing for Incubus among Trekkies, but his

sented like the rest of the movie entirely

portrayal of Marco is far less mannered than

in Esperanto, it’s clear that this is an un-

one might expect, and, in fact, he provides

usual American production—even among

an engaging protagonist.

low-budget, independent horror movies. Its
resurfacing has revealed a cultural artifact

A well near the cottage where Marco and

drenched in evil and tragedy both on and

Arndis live is reputed to bring good fortune

off screen with signiﬁcant interest for a

to those who drink its waters. This attracts

whole variety of geeks, enthusiasts, and

both the morally challenged and the demons

obsessives.

that prey on them. Kia, a lovely blonde demon, is bored by damning those who would

7

Leslie Stevens was one of the creative

“ﬁnd their own way to the sewers of hell.”

forces behind The Outer Limits, the innova-

She wants the challenge of luring an uncor-

tive television series that warned viewers:

rupted soul. Her elder sister, Amael, warns

“There is nothing wrong with your televi-

her to beware of the power of goodness

Marco and Kia (William Shatner and Allyson Ames)
and love. Heedless, Kia proceeds to seduce

incubus is a male demon that has sex with

Marco who, being only ﬂesh and blood,

sleeping or otherwise unsuspecting women.

falls hard. But, true to his nature, he wants

But the title character just doesn’t live up to

to do the right thing and make an honest

his ominous billing. Rising from beneath the

woman/demon out of her. While she sleeps,

ground on a misty night, the incubus seems

he carries her to the church. Waking near

to be channeled by a shirtless zombie gigolo.

the altar, Kia reacts as any self-respecting

He lures the trusting Arndis away from the

demon would and runs in abject horror back

cottage only to deﬁle her in a black mass,

to her sister. Amael sums up the situation

his face contorted in an amusing attempt

nicely, outraged for Kia: he has “befouled

at malevolent lust. Tragically, Marco comes

you with love... This is holy rape!”

too late to save her and attacks the incubus
to exact revenge. Thinking he has killed the

There is only one thing to be done. They call

monster, he immediately recognizes his fall

forth the incubus, and also the kitsch. An

from grace and imagines he feels the pull of
8

damnation, the ground giving way beneath

Apparently, Stevens took the Esperanto

his feet. Kia witnesses his suffering and is

thing so far as to require that it be spoken on

overcome with love despite herself.

set at all times. Of course, the cast and crew
didn’t speak a word. The actors had learned

The climactic moment occurs as the prince

their lines phonetically after rehearsing in

of darkness appears to bring Kia back to

English. Shatner claims that the lack of un-

the fold, towering menacingly over her. In

derstanding on the set produced a look of

a production move that is either inspired or

incomprehension on the actors’ faces that

ludicrous—depending entirely on your taste

appears, onscreen, to reﬂect the characters’

for the fantastical—the devil is portrayed

incomprehension of the elemental forces of

by the head of a real goat, its eyes rolling

good and evil at work around them.

wildly, its tongue lolling out of its mouth,
and its voice that of a wailing steer. Kia and

On

a

side

note,

Stevens

also

chose

the goat wrestle for her allegiance on the

Esperanto, in part, because he had heard

church steps until she renounces evil and

that it boasted seven million speakers who

the devil is cast away.

would provide a readymade audience for
his ﬁlm. Unfortunately, that audience was

What makes Incubus work, for the most

spread thinly around the globe and the

part, is its wonderful sense of timelessness

handful of Esperanto speakers present in

and dislocation. Stevens knew that to have

any given city was not enough to support

the demons speak English in a particular ac-

the economics of distribution.

cent, be it Southern, Brooklyn, or British,
would situate them too squarely in the real-

Despite

the

communication

breakdown

ity. He ended up translating the script into

behind the scenes, the ﬁlm is beautifully

Esperanto to avoid geographical associations

shot. Credit for the cinematography goes to

and subtitled the whole thing in English.

Conrad Hall, another Outer Limits alum and

Using Esperanto for the opening credits as

future multiple Oscar winner.

well is a nice touch that makes you feel like

9

you’re watching a foreign ﬁlm from a country

Incubus was shot on location around Big

you’ve never heard of. To this day, Incubus

Sur on the central coast of California. The

is the only feature ﬁlm produced entirely in

combination of wind-shaped trees, steep,

Esperanto. The actors sound like they are

grassy hillsides, and an eighteenth-century

speaking a mix of Italian and something

Spanish mission provides a unique, fairy-

from eastern Europe, eliminating language

tale landscape that Hall captures in rich

as an orienting device for the viewer.

black and white reminiscent of Bergman and

Kurasawa. In one particularly striking shot

know which one you had on. This no doubt

viewed through the silhouetted windows of

enhances the alien feel. The composer,

an abandoned house, we see Marco and

Dominic Frontiere, had worked previously

then Kia come down a moonlit hillside, the

on The Outer Limits but not, apparently, on

long grass rippling behind them. The results

Star Trek.

are all the more remarkable given that the
entire production was shot in 10 days, with-

Incubus became something of a cult hit

out a single frame developed until they had

in France but made little impact at home.

packed up and gone home to L.A.

However, worse fates were to befall several of those involved with the movie. The

The music also nicely supports the other-

remarkable string of misfortune is dubbed

worldly

“The Curse of Incubus” on the DVD. Ann

feeling

of

the

Stevens

story.

Stylistically, it is so similar to the music used

Atmar,

who

played

Arndis,

committed

later in the Star Trek series that, with your

suicide shortly after the ﬁlming. The daugh-

eyes closed, you would be hard pressed to

ter of the actress who played Amael was

Incubus (Milos Milos)
10

Arndis (Ann Atmar)

11

kidnapped and killed a few years after the

These stories might well have been lost to

production. Leslie Stevens’ production com-

all but the most dedicated connoisseurs of

pany went bankrupt soon after Incubus was

Hollywood tragedy. It seemed that all the

released and his marriage fell apart. Most

remaining prints had been lost or destroyed

dramatic of all, Milos Milos, the over-the-top

until Taylor was ﬁnally able to track down

incubus, killed Mickey Rooney’s estranged

a single, fragile copy at Cinemateque

wife the year after ﬁlming and then killed

Francaise in Paris. From that print, a new,

himself. Anthony Taylor, the ﬁlm’s producer,

frame-by-frame optical negative was gen-

displays a macabre sense of humor during a

erated, preserving Incubus for the next

Special Feature interview on the DVD when

generation of Esperanto nerds, Trekkies,

he comments, “The idea that he [Milos]

cinematography buffs, cult movie freaks,

would play the ultimate evil shows Leslie’s

and anyone interested in seeing a blonde

ability to cast.”

she-demon wrestle a goat for salvation. ~

What’s Up with Esperanto
Did the use of Esperanto in Incubus in 1965 spark an
unprecedented fervor to learn the language and use it in
everyday interactions? Did this result in near universal
adoption of Esperanto among literate individuals and usher
in an era of international interchange and understanding
that fundamentally altered worldwide political and cultural
paradigms?
Uh, no.
Wasn’t Esperanto one of those idealistic experiments that went out with the boundless optimism of the International Geophysical Year and the glossy internationalism of the Jet Age?
Closer, but not quite.
Here are a few facts to satisfy the curious:
• Esperanto was created by Dr. Lejzer Ludwik Zamenhof in Warsaw in 1887 and subsequently
ﬂeshed out by others. Zamenhof, a Polish Jew, believed that language barriers hindered
cross-cultural understanding and generated mistrust, and that a shared language would help
solve the problem.
• Esperanto is the only widely adopted constructed language.
• Estimates of the number of Esperanto speakers vary widely from a few hundred thousand to
several million. It would seem that the 7 million ﬁgure mentioned on the Incubus DVD was
on the optimistic side.
• No country has adopted Esperanto as an ofﬁcial language. Though, the ill-conceived micro
nation of Rose Island tried to do so. Unfortunately, the manmade platform in the Adriatic was
blown up by the Italian government not long after sovereignty was declared.
Some useful phrases:
Ci estas sancta rape! = This is holy rape!
La dio de malluma ami vi = The god of darkness loves you
Mi palpi doloro simila la tajdo = I feel an aching like the tides

12

By Harmony Zales
The Bohemian Club is a private, elite, all-male club located
in San Francisco, California. It was believed to be founded in
1872. Each summer, club members retreat up to Monte Rio,
California for two weeks at the Bohemian Grove. This redwood
forest is a place where members can relax, get drunk and eat
gourmet food, play music, perform skits, and catch up with
old friends—basically leave all their worries behind. Every
U.S. Republican president (and some Democrats too) have
been included on the exclusive membership list since 1923.

Harmony Zales worked as a foodserver at the Grove for two
years in the mid-to-late nineties. This is the diary entry from
the night that she served President George H.W. Bush, Sr.
dinner under the redwood trees.
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By Nathaniel Eaton
[PART I, in which the word NAKED is used

with our society. He’s a celebration of the

three times, as well as WHISKEY and

bland and mundane,” Kalish explains.

CANNONBALLING.]
In the middle of this warm Los Angeles
Mike Garlington, up-and-coming art pho-

night, the rag tag troupe appears, unan-

tographer, calls. His cell phone isn’t working

nounced, at the door of the Bel Air estate

so well. Apparently, he stepped on it while

of one of Garlington’s big art patrons. They

having sex.

are searching for a cocktail. After initial befuddlement, the doors are swung wide open

“You’re coming down to L.A. for the big

and Mike and the gang are offered free run

Steven Cohen opening—no questions. We’ll

of the home, pool, and liquor for ﬁve days

road trip, stay at a seedy motel, whiskey

and nights.

drinking. It’ll be good for the article, don’t
worry. What do you say? You got a car?”

By 4 a.m., neighbors are phoning in noise
complaints, naked people are cannonballing

Garlington has a posse. A sort of misﬁt/

into the pool, and Garlington is gulping

artist/biker gang of photographers, model

Johnny Walker Gold out of a champagne

types, musicians, writers, all friends, all art-

ﬂute while sitting on the stove wearing only

ists in their own right. One gang member,

his tighty whities. Is our gracious host, the

Damien Kalish, has a stack of cheap white

art patron, fazed? Nope, he’s right along-

shirts and a big black permanent marker so

side us, smoking a cigar, sucking it all in, it

he can wear his thought of the day. Today’s

seems, so he can have a great tale to tell

shirt is specially prepared for L.A.: “I want

his business friends.

to kill Tom Hanks”.
Garlington is drunk. And, now, naked. And
“Tom Hanks represents everything wrong
21

insisting everybody else gets naked. It takes

Daughter of the Circus, by Michael Garlington
a lot to satiate him. He’ll drink till the alcohol

all this from the hot tub. “It’s like that Frida

is ﬁnished. He’s loud and confrontational,

Kahlo quote about Diego Rivera’s boorish

crass and honest. And joyous. An earnest lit-

behavior,” she says. “‘He’s just the way he

tle kid who wants everyone to come out and

is. I can’t love him any other way.’”

play with him, but whose temper changes
by the second. He’ll have one of the girls

Garlington has me documenting the de-

in tears, while showing great concern if the

pravity of the night with a point-and-shoot

rest of us aren’t having a great time.

digital camera. “Just knowing these pictures
exist sort of creates a myth about it all. I

Natalie, a friend along for the ride, watches

like that,” he says.
22

The next day, while setting up his one-

to his audacious bravado? Natalie believes

man show at the Steven Cohen Gallery in

personality is a big part of his allure: “His

Hollywood, Garlington starts tearing up

art is good. But it’s him in person that seals

$1,200 prints, rubbing them with sand-

the deal. He’s the hook, line, and sinker.”

paper, and hanging them with a hammer

Garlington appears to be a two-headed,

and carpet tacks, all the while throwing red

Jekyll-and-Hyde type. At times he’s the

paint over the pristine walls to create an en-

drunken, boho, fuck-the-establishment art-

tranceway collage experience. Is Cohen hor-

ist, but then—almost strategically—he can

riﬁed? Not in the least. In fact, he accepts

change into the pragmatic businessman. Is

Garlington’s invitation to carve his initials

this madman persona a gimmick? Is he sell-

into a print with an exacto knife. Is this

ing his personality, his unrestrained lifestyle

how people of power and wealth respond

for, say, an all-expenses-paid trip to China?

Garlington and his posse on the way to his one-man show in L.A.
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“Listen, I admit I turn on that wild personality

piles of photos. He doesn’t seem to care if

to brighten a moment. [My patron] bought

I handle the expensive prints; in fact, he

all my photos because he liked them. And

encourages it. He’s going to staple them to

he’s taking me to China because he likes

the gallery walls anyway.

my vision. And yes, he wants something
from me. We have an equal banter. Life is

Garlington grabs a blue magic marker (of

about exchanging knowledge. I’m teaching

the fruity-smelly variety) and absent-mind-

him photography, he’s showing me the joy

edly colors in the hair of a woman who

and wealth he’s accumulated. Let’s be bo-

resembles the Virgin Mary. I discover an old

hemians together and experience art.”

wooden medicine cabinet leaning against
the wall in the corner. Glued inside, over

[PART II, in which there’s hootin’ & hollerin’

torn pieces of an American ﬂag, are por-

and a head in a jar.]

traits of two black guys in Ku Klux Klan
hooded robes. Garlington looks up, “Funny

A few weeks before the L.A. trip, Garlington

story about that...”

is on an inspiration jag. It’s goddamn
early.

It’s hard to determine what is more evocative as art: the gothic, David Lynch-meets-

“It’s all about planning each day. I wake up

Brothers

Grimm

photos

of

“average”

and visualize myself doing the actual tasks

Americans heaped everywhere; the stories

to accomplish my dream for the day, and

behind them; or Mike Garlington himself.

then I go and fucking do it, no excuses.”
Garlington grew up in Petaluma in the late
These are the day’s options:

1970s, then moved to Marin, got into drugs,

1. Go into the woods to retrieve the robot.

and ﬂunked out of high school, all before he

2. Bury some guy up to his neck out in a

turned 15. To support his habits, he got a

park.
3. Come up with the perfect title for Garlington’s ﬁrst book of photography.

job as a janitor at Petaluma’s grungy rock
club, The Phoenix Theater, and it was the
accompanying visuals of this dark underbelly—of kids vomiting and bands doing

Garlington is assembling the most import-

blow—that gave form to his darker sensi-

ant show of his career at the prestigious

bilities. A decade ago, Garlington’s step-

Steven Cohen Gallery in Los Angeles on

dad, David Spinder, shook him out of bed

the walls of his gritty photo studio in San

and gave him a career. Spinder owned San

Francisco. I poke around, digging through

Francisco’s Spinder Photographic and put
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Michael Garlington photographs naked ladies by the pool
Garlington to work in the dark room printing

this road—the mob guy dumped in the

some of the city’s ﬁnest photographers.

ditch to be shot, the over-the-hill vaudeville
singer, the tear-stained bride abandoned at
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“I printed the best of the best and the

the altar. “I was fascinated with the dark

worst of the worst, and this taught me

macabre of people who have ﬁnally walked

how to take a great picture.” For his ﬁrst

into something darker than anyone can

series, Garlington shot portraits in front of

imagine.” This led to the “Fireside Motel”

a backdrop depicting a long, lonely road his

series, which peeked into the weird and

grandfather had painted for him. He pho-

wonderful scenarios inside each room of a

tographed characters he ﬁgured populated

transient motel in Marin.

LA Pool, by Michael Garlington
After he amassed a body a work, he started

and gave him his ﬁrst show and then signed

showing in small local cafes but had his

him for the next three years.

sights set on the big galleries. He sent out
nice-looking promotional boxes to gallery

At 27, Garlington now owns the studio he

owners. Inside each box was a jam jar

once apprenticed in. This is a magic time

containing one of his portraits—a decaying

for him. Older, more seasoned Bay Area

photo of a head. And the logic behind this?

photographers are enviously eyeing the

“If I were a gallery owner, I’d know what

trajectory of his work. After seeing Gar-

I want to see. A head in a jar.” The Barry

lington’s newest print, commissioned by

Singer Gallery in Petaluma took the bait

San Francisco’s ESP Project, depicting a
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naked woman buried alive in a plywood

everything

else

there

was

so

clean.”

cofﬁn, photographer Steven Gladstone hol-

Garlington’s beat-up personal collage jour-

lers with glee, “Fuck man, [Garlington’s]

nals were also on display, and people loved

shit is so good. He’s shot better stuff at the

them; they could ﬂip through and touch

beginning of his career than I’ve done my

the weathered photos.

whole life.”
Steven Cohen, who ran the whole event,
Garlington once joked that his ﬁne art pho-

took notice and invited Garlington to Los

tographs of inbreds and toothless carnies

Angeles. Not only did he want him to exhibit

were favorites among decadent rich snobs

at Photo L.A., he offered Garlington his larg-

all over the world. The joke has become

est solo show to date. Cohen explains: “I

reality. His work is selling in big galleries

wanted to work with his work. I was very

and the book deal is signed.

impressed; a lot of energy, very different,
and very passionate. He’s got an unusual

But not everyone is singing his praises. There

take.”

are those who think his work lacks originality and is completely derivative of other

For the Photo L.A. convention, Garlington

photographers like Diane Arbus, Richard

put his photos in junkyard frames and hung

Avedon, and Dorthea Lang. Garlington

wallpaper, so the installation looked like a

even admits his girl-in-the-cofﬁn shot is a

tacky Italian restaurant. For the kicker he

total rip off of Ruth Bernhard. “I’m inspired

framed a robot he had left rusting out in

by these photographers. I didn’t go to art

the woods and put it in the middle of it all

school. These guys are my teachers,” he

“like Han Solo in carbonite.” He dubbed it

says. “I’m paying homage to them.”

Exhumation of the Robot and the Family
Tree. “The show made no sense. And I

Last October, at the Photo New York con-

won’t lie. It made me cents,” Garlington

vention, he collaged his photos, every inch

acknowledges. “But it didn’t have any

of the walls ﬁlled, no frames, the photos

deeper meaning.”

stapled up. He wanted the exhibit to look
like it was falling apart.

The artistic gamble paid off. Garlington was
approached by a wealthy international tex-
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“It was a hit because it was just so organic.

tile buyer who announced he wanted to buy

People could just go up to it and get into

the entire show right off the wall and then

it, and there were these stories in each

ﬂy the artist to China to photograph work-

picture. And it was so unclean...because

ers in the textile mills.

In person, Garlington hoots and hollers like

lumber and broken appliances, gutted from

a carnival barker rifﬁng a mile a minute as

the neighbor’s house covering the entire

if on a constant coffee jangle. He dresses

yard. “I want to get lots of sexy naked girls

thrift-store-hobo-chic in pinstriped tweed

and bury them down there in that trash like

suits and Sinatra hats. An infectiously spir-

porcelain dolls,” he says. “That would be a

ited guy, Garlington ﬁnds his muse in the

great photo.”

strangest places. Standing on the back
deck of his rented house in Hunter’s Point,

A huge fan of digital revolution, he has

we look down at an ugly pile of garbage and

started making 30-second digital videos

Two Chinese Dudes and a Yak, by Michael Garlington
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Untitled photo taken in Asheville, North Carolina, by Michael Garlington
for his Web site, essentially moving pho-

have all these ideas in your head, and they’re

tographs drenched eerie soundtrack. He

wacky and wild and dark sometimes. But

wants to know if I’ll star in the next one.

people want to go there sometimes. Make

“It’s gonna be this guy buried up to his neck

the art evocative—to me. And those people

in the woods, and this woman in an elegant

who come are the people I want to see.”

cocktail dress dancing around him with a
shovel.” When asked if he’s concerned if

[PART III, in which martinis are shaken and

people think his vision is a tad too morbid or

plans are laid to make a VW van into a chick

dark, Garlington shows no worry. “You gotta

magnet.]

have that conﬁdence and faith in yourself
that you are a good person and that you
29

On opening night it is discovered that Annie

Leibovitz’s hyped exhibition is also open-

to China to photograph the textile workers.

ing a few blocks away. Garlington is com-

When he returns he will begin preparation

pletely exhausted, breaking down, almost

for his third annual cross-country “Photo

tearful, fearing no one is going to attend.

Car” trek to take new photos.

Immediately changing gears, his posse
scoops him up, protecting a dearly loved

“It’s gonna be a Volkswagen van this time,

child. The members of the group know

covered in photographs, I’m gonna have a

exactly how to care for their leader. They

writer, a musician, and an actor with me.

dial down the chaos, manage the details,

I’ll start in Arizona—in the caves with those

and give Garlington the creative quiet he

musicians who play to the stalactites; next

needs. It becomes touchingly evident why

day we do the beekeepers, and then we

they’ve come.

go to the drag queens, then we go to the
meatpackers. Every day a new, interesting

As friends, family, and a sizable crowd

take on the American worker. It keeps me

ﬁll the Steven Cohen Gallery, the photo-

grounded. Also, the van will bring people to

grapher is over an hour late. Garlington

it; you know, chicks. I didn’t say that.”

decided he didn’t want this to be a wine
and cheese opening. (“Shit, it’s gotta be

And then of course there’s the book. After

martinis—shaken!” he says.) When he ﬁ-

struggling for the perfect name for it, and

nally arrives with shaker in hand, he is in

even calling me for suggestions, he has

ﬁne form: charming, charismatic, humble.

decided on Portraits from the Belly of the

The crowd’s attention then turns away from

Whale. He asks me what I think it means. I

the photographer and begins to focus on

look through his portraits of the amputees,

the faces coming out of the portraits on the

the Dairy Queen girls, the half-naked women

walls. This is why we are here after all.

in swamps, all evoking Mike Garlington’s
slightly twisted Americana.

And then, of course, hours later Garlington
is a drunken hooligan again. Before he pass-

I suggest that if I were to be sucked up into

es out, he hollers across the motel room

the belly of the whale and there was an art

party at me, “It’s my two heads again. They

show going on in there, this would be it.

work symbiotically. I just believe in this so
much.”

Garlington smiles his mad grin, “Or if there
was a Tupperware party in there, these are

Days later, back at Spinder Photographic,

the people you may meet.”

life accelerates. Garlington will soon be off
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Untitled photo taken of Gypsy family in Hot Spring, Arkansas
by Michael Garlington
[Part IV, in which there is talk of prosti-

things in China I shouldn’t speak of involv-

tutes, a frozen bull skull, and eight shots of

ing prostitutes and chickens.” He was col-

whiskey]

lecting props and decorations for his new
show at Fort Mason and was searching for

I ran into Michael Garlington three times in

a cow heart. Later in the butcher shop, he

the months after his return from China.

mistakenly tried to show off some of the
Chinese he learned to the Japanese guy
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I spotted him buying a bunch of eyeballs

behind the counter. But even in English,

soaking in a jar of formaldehyde from

the guy thought he said “head” instead of

a taxidermy shop in the Mission. “I saw

“heart” and brought out this monster frozen

bull skull. Garlington bought it anyway and conned me into
driving him home with the meaty carcass melting on my
back seat.
Outside his China exhibit, I was trying to park when a descheveled Garlington came out of nowhere and pounded
on my side window. “I need your help. I am a very high
man. Haven’t slept all night. This guy just kept giving me
more and more coke. I need you to take me to get my
van. But go check out the show. Then come ﬁnd me in the
alley behind Safeway.” At 3 p.m., before we made it anywhere, we stopped—at his insistence—at Edinburgh Castle
to drink eight hefty shots of Maker’s Mark.
The last time, I found him down on Market Street wearing
a porkpie hat and trying unsuccessfully to light a broken
cigarette. He had a copy of his brand new book, indeed
titled Portraits from the Belly of the Whale, clutched in his
hands like a proud father. To celebrate, we smashed into
a photo booth at a nearby dive bar. “I got this new idea.
Gonna throw this nice lunch for some of the homeless down
on 6th. Such amazing faces. Give ‘em a sandwich and some
juice and then take their photos in this nice chair. I’m calling it ‘Positively 6th Street’.” Before we parted, photo strips
in hand he gave me a big hug, “I still want to bury you up
to your neck, what’s your schedule like?”
***
– Chronicle Books inked a deal to publish his next book,
Fairy Tales—Garlington.
– Positively 6th Street opens in May at 111 Minna gallery.
– Portraits from the Belly of the Whale is available at
www.rockoutbooks.com/html/books.html. ~
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Text and photography by Lisa Monhoff
Living in a third-ﬂoor corner ﬂat with single-

You can go on for hours about the sights

paned windows in one of San Francisco’s

you’ll encounter here—the beauty of the

oldest, most urban and touristy neighbor-

landscape, the historical places on the map,

hoods is bound to be a bit noisy at times.

Frank Chu waving his “12 Galaxies” sign on
Montgomery—but if the unique sounds that

Since moving into San Francisco’s North

deﬁne the city aren’t described, then a criti-

Beach neighborhood last year, I’ve begun

cal element is being ignored.

noticing more and more how everyday
sounds inﬂuence an environment. Some

The sounds of a particular place deﬁne

noises keep me from falling asleep or wake

that place at that moment in time. As a

me up, but mostly the sounds are intrigu-

neighborhood’s

ing—provoking investigation into the cause

tion changes over time, the soundscape

of the sounds.

changes with it. Every setting, whether

landscape

and

popula-

in a metropolitan or rural location, has its
From the late-nineteenth century Barbary

own distinguishing galaxy of sounds which,

Coast era of opium dens and vigilante

along with the sights and smells, create a

gangs to the mid-twentieth century Beats

sense of place.

and today’s New York Times travel section accounts, North Beach is a place that

In New York’s Upper West Side, my dwell-

has certainly been written about time and

ing was one building in from the corner of

again.

busy Broadway. Car horns honked 24 hours
a day and snow plows cleared streets in the
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Describing how San Francisco is a colorful

middle of the night during winter storms. I

place is kind of like trying to describe the

lived for 10 years in a Northwest city—and

romantic essence of Paris to someone who

yet, strangely, I can’t remember any distin-

has never walked that city’s streets.

guishing sounds about the place at all.

I’ve lived in remote places where the most

This North Beach apartment lies on the

common sounds heard at night were dogs

northwest slope of Telegraph Hill in the path

barking and coyotes howling. When I lived

of several rather loud instruments. Bells

in Honolulu for a few short months, I was

from two of the North Beach churches, St.

awoken each morning at dawn by my hill-

Francis of Assisi and St. Peter and Paul, can

side neighbor’s roosters.

be heard chiming throughout the day on
the west side of Telegraph Hill. The Ferry

Philosophical grafﬁti by a neighborhood beat
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Building clock tower on the Embarcadero

Francisco. And then the driver rings the

marks each hour across the east side of the

little bell and continues the drive towards

hill.

the wharf.

The most commonly heard sounds beyond

Helicopters can be heard ﬂitting through

car and people chatter, ships coming and

the sky most afternoons. They ﬂy back

going in the bay, and ringing bells is the ﬁre

and forth between the bridges giving tours,

truck horn blaring from the engine house up
the hill and passing by my corner. My street
seems to be the prime access route for
emergency services to the North Waterfront
area. Taxi drivers also favor this street as a
shortcut to the piers, thereby avoiding the
perpetually congested Columbus Avenue.
I’ve discovered that the ﬁrehouse has been
located there for well over a century now
and thus have their crisis approach strategy ﬁrmly in place. It makes me feel like
I’m part of the action at all times, which is
one of the primary reasons for living in the
city, but it also creates the annoying need
to constantly increase and decrease the
volume when listening to music or watching a movie.
This neighborhood is also very popular with
the gas-powered, faux “cable car” trolley tours that seem to consistently ride at
about half capacity. The driver gets to the
exact same point in the tour speech every
time the trolley reaches my corner. Since I
only ever hear the last part of the bit—I’m
not positive—but it seems to be some joke
about the consistency of the weather in San
35

Feeding the parrots on Telegraph Hill

the docks at Pier 39 a few blocks away who
bark and grunt desperately. A ﬂock of wild
parrots squawk chaotically over the city’s
rooftops, sounding much more like ﬂying
monkeys than little green birds. According
to some neighbors, the parrots have been
living and breeding in the city for about
30 years, making the rounds between the
Embarcadero and the Presidio each day.
As they keep breeding, the sound of their
ﬂock rises in volume, causing the most incredible chattering sensation when passing
overhead.
As the fog pours into the bay at night, the
city gains another sound dimension with
the low, dull droning of fog horns shattering through the thick wall of mist. The
reason for hearing the horns is simultaneBars and strip clubs along North
Beach’s Broadway

ously comforting and foreboding, as their
job is to prevent ships from smashing into
the rocks.

reporting trafﬁc situations, and patrolling
for possible terrorist activity, while the local

The bars close at 2 a.m. and the parade of

neighborhood association ﬁghts to control

drunken bar patrons and party-goers begins

the noise pollution they create.

around 1 a.m., staggering back along the
Barbary Coast to wherever they came from.

On

another

level

of

the

atmosphere,

Having only lived in North Beach for the

seagulls swarm overhead throughout the

past year, I can’t say exactly what it would

day—invoking Hitchcockian ﬁlm still images

have sounded like in other eras. Since the

as they call out to each other in their con-

soundscape derives from the landscape

tinuous search for the next meal.

and its inhabitants, it deﬁnitely would have
lacked some of the modern noises we hear

The zoo-like quality of the neighborhood is

today—but it’s also reassuring that some

intensiﬁed by a herd of sea lions ﬂoating on

things never change. ~
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Text by Lenny Bedoian • Photography by Scarlett Chidgey
Am I the only who always thought baby corn

proportion, while the stalk is still tender

odd? Who wondered about those succulent

and the kernels sweet. It’s not a different

little yellow ﬁngers that so often garnished

species of corn, nor is it a freakazoid fran-

a plate of ﬁne Chinese?

kenfood spliced with guppy genes. It’s just
baby corn, pure and simple.

Fruit or Vegetable? GMO? A funky Asian
vegetable with a name like Bok Ling that

Now, surely everyone remembers the story

just happens to resemble corn but is totally

of Thanksgiving—the Indians teaching the

unrelated to corn?

starving Pilgrims how to cultivate corn?
Corn doesn’t come from Europe or Asia—it’s

The answer hit me one day in the super-

indigenous to the Americas.

market in Thailand. Truth comes in many
forms—in this case, in the shape of a ring-

So, what is it doing as a staple vegetable

ﬁnger-sized ear of corn, partially unwrapped

in a wide range of Asian cuisines? And why,

from its husk.

if baby corn is just corn, is it rarely used
in American food? Heck, we use corn corn

What is baby corn?

all over the place: nibblets, bread, cobs,
pop, creamed, dogs, motor fuel. And yet in

It’s corn, dude.

America, baby corn is relegated to its bin in
the lowly salad bar.

Maize, snatched before its prime. The veal
of vegetables.

The saga of baby corn begins in the 1970s.
Now, of course, baby corn has been around
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Baby corn is corn harvested as the ﬁrst

a lot longer than the seventies. In fact, it’s

wisps of silk peek from the ears. Nab those

been around just as long as corn. But up un-

nibblets at just the right moment of divine

til the 1970s, it was rarely, if ever, harvested.

This is because of the intensive physical la-

Foundation,

the

Japanese

International

bor required to strip the husk and silk from

Cooperation Agency (JICA), the International

the supple, underdeveloped ear. No machine

Maize and Wheat Improvement Centre

has ever been invented with a touch tender

(CIMMYT), and the Food and Agriculture

enough to shuck that yellow gold.

Organization (FAO), implemented a plan of
aggressive baby corn cultivation.

However, less than three years after the
Roe v. Wade decision, baby corn received

In 1974, Thailand exported 67 tons of canned

a big boost. Someone noticed that while

baby corn. In 1997, it was 59,584 tons.

baby corn might not be economically viable
to grow in North America, there were lots

Today, Thailand is a world leader in the ex-

of little hands—idle and nimble—in Asia.

port of both canned and fresh baby corn.

Particularly in Thailand where the cost of
was living low and the pay for agricultural

Many restaurants in Thailand serve big,

workers even lower.

steaming plates of baby corn sauteed in
chili sauce. Not something you would ever

In 1976, the Thai government, in collabora-

want to get here, where the corn is stale,

tion with the US Agency for International

limp, and tasteless...but when those little

Development

guys are fresh, they are so good. Fresh

(USAID),

the

Rockefeller

Baby corn in America
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baby corn is one of the things that truly

Here’s what she had to say about duck

sets apart Asian food in the U.S. from its

sauce:

native country. It’s just not the same out
of a can.

“Don’t use it! Twenty years in business,
from day one they call it duck sauce. I

Ducksauceology

don’t know why. Never heard of it in China.
Americans always want something sweet

Duck sauce is like the ocean.

sauce. Twenty years in business, I never
tried it. Not once....”

Everyone on the East Coast thinks the Paciﬁc
Ocean is like bath water and that everybody

Which kind of pissed me off because I’ve

in California is constantly surﬁng and swim-

always been crazy about the stuff, particu-

ming like they do in the movies. In reality,

larly the house blend at Uncle Chung’s, and

hardly anyone north of Santa Barbara swims

since whatever was on my plate at the mo-

in those frigid waters without a wet suit,

ment was sopping in it, she made me feel

even in summer. And down in L.A. and San

like a minor-league Chinese eater.

Diego, the water is still pretty damn cold.
Despite any disagreement about what duck
Similarly, East Coasters assume that duck

sauce is, everyone knows that there’s no

sauce is everywhere. This isn’t a conscious

duck in it and that you don’t use it on duck.

thought as much as a fundamental, unquestioned element of reality. Only to a
savant or paranoid psychotic might it ever
cross their minds that the rest of the world
would be devoid of the stuff. West Coasters
have never even heard of the stuff.
Before understanding the intricacies of duck
sauce regionalism, it’s important to understand what exactly we mean when we say
duck sauce.
As part of my research for this story, I interviewed Jane, who runs the Bedoian family’s
long-standing favorite Chinese restaurant.
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Sweet & sour, duck, and plum sauces

Technically, duck sauce is an orange/apri-

throughout New England, the sauce in

cot-based sweet sauce. But some people

question is ubiquitous. As in, it is at every

out there are all switched around about

Chinese restaurant. Often, a fresh (hope-

things. Plum sauce is the main source of

fully) dish of it is waiting for you at the

confusion—it’s thicker, blackish, tangier,

table when you take your seat. No Chinese

and pastier than duck sauce. Plum sauce

meal is complete without it. And yet on the

traditionally comes with duck dishes, even

West Coast, you will never ﬁnd it in a single

in China. It makes sense that some people

Chinese restaurant. No one has any idea

call it duck sauce.

what you’re talking about if you ask for it.

Somewhere along the line, Westerners

And while I haven’t been able to get the

must have related duck sauce to the orange

grant funding yet to make a deﬁnitive map

sauce most often found on French dishes

of duck sauce regionalism, I do know that

such as duck l’orange. And since duck sauce

as you travel south on the East Coast, it

is an American invention that has nothing

becomes less and less prevalent, until you

to do with traditional Chinese food, it’s ﬁt-

hit Washington, DC. There, every Chinese

ting then that it would derive its name from

place still has duck sauce, but only a handful

French culture.

actually serve it fresh. Instead, they’ll toss
a few condiment packets of the stuff your

The fact that there are two misconceptions

way—on request. The packets are labeled

about duck sauce—that plum sauce is mis-

duck sauce, but I’ve always considered the

taken for duck sauce and duck sauce mis-

contents a poor, chemical-tasting substitute

taken for the sauce that goes on ducks—is

for the real thing.

merely a bizarre coincidence. For those
West Coasters who are hearing about this

Down in Southern Florida, duck sauce ﬂows

so-called “duck sauce” for the ﬁrst time, if

like rivers, with almost every restaurant

you are confused, rest assured, us duck-

featuring it center stage on the table, no

sauce enthusiasts have been too. But with

questions asked.

these major ﬁndings from my research, we
can start to put these questions to rest.

Supermarkets are the one exception to the
rule. In California, you will sometimes ﬁnd

With a ﬁrm understanding of the essential

little jars of duck sauce in the Asian foods

nature of duck sauce, one can then delve

section. But most supermarket duck sauce

into the fascinating world of ducksauceog-

sucks, so it hardly even counts at all.

raphy. In Massachusetts, New York, and
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Jews

Confucist/Taoist friends. Or with the other
Jews, pu-pu platters a-blazin’, eating with

Like the Chinese, Jews immigrated and

forks and sloshing their fried rice with dol-

settled America’s urban ghettos. It’s in the

lops of sticky duck sauce.

similarities of each group’s experiences that
many people suggest drew the Jews to their

Chinese food is one thing Jews really get

excessive love of, dare I say obsession, with

ﬁred up about. It is not rare to hear among

Chinese food.

them

heated

arguments

about

which

place has the better moo-shu or scallion
Jews practically ritualize the practice of

pancakes.

going out for their weekly Chinese meal.
When I was growing up, my family and

Searching the Web on these matters, I

many others that we knew would go out

have found countless anecdotes of Jewish

for Chinese food once or twice a week,

families that consider pork fried rice and

usually to the same restaurant. We’d gen-

spare ribs Kosher—just as long as the pig

erally favor one restaurant for several

ﬂesh never leaves the restaurant. Granted,

years due to its superior egg rolls, and

these are only stories I found on the Web,

when that place started to slip in quality,

but even if only one is true, they deﬁnitely

we’d move on to the new upstart place with

all illustrate a common point—that Jews all

the great boneless ribs. We never ate Thai,

share a crazy obsession with Chinese food.

Vietnamese, Indian, Mexican, Japanese—
never, not once until sometime late into my

Here is a joke commonly found on Jewish

high school years.

humor Web sites:

We would celebrate birthdays with Chinese,

“If 5762 is the year according to the Jewish

do take-out for sporting events, meet

calendar and 4700 is the year according to

other families (especially the Jewish ones)

the Chinese calendar, what is 1062? ...

for social gatherings. We were on our way
out to Chinese food when my mom keeled
over in pain and went into labor with my

... The total number of years that
Jews went without Chinese food.”

little sister.
Many have long held the theory that Jewish
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And no matter what, Jews always eat

and Chinese immigrants made buddy-

Chinese on Christmas. There you will ﬁnd

buddy in the ghettos and that Jews were

them commiserating with their Buddhist/

drawn to Chinese food because of the many

One of Lenny Bedoian’s favorite Chinese restaurants
familiar ingredients it shares with their

ple gushing about corned beef on rye or

European culinary roots—cabbage, onions,

matzoh ball soup or latkes. ~

leafy greens, cheap-ass meats.
But really, who cares why the Jews are
so crazy about Chinese food? In and of
itself, it’s not important, really. There’s a
much bigger question here: for all the
reasons people rationalize the Jewish love
for Chinese, it should work the other way
around too. But the logic doesn’t stand
up. Have you ever heard of Chinese peo42

Text by Erica Rockaway • Photography by Scarlett Chidgey
Cello, electric guitar, clarinet, violin, elec-

Blood, a San Francisco performance series

tronic samples, vibraphone bowed like a bass

presented by Nanos Operetta.

violin, cooking pots, red school bell, scrap
metal, autoharp played with dental ﬂoss.

Before they conceived of the idea for the
series, Nanos Operetta was an obscure mu-

Two dancers, barefoot, in black pants and

sic ensemble playing small Bay Area clubs.

nothing but wire wrapped around their

However, after years of struggling with the

naked torsos move slowly in front of the

limitations of traditional music venues, it

musicians, so close to the audience the

became clear that their style of music—not

dance becomes the anguish on their tor-

rock, not jazz, not ethnic, not classical—

tured faces. A third dancer grasps a metal

more like a movie soundtrack than any-

ring, staring at it like he’s never seen a

thing—was better suited for the theater. So

metal ring.

they were compelled to create a new setting where they could have complete artis-

From the back of the stage two female

tic control over their presentations as well

voices wail above the frantic and haunting

as collaborate with other performers.

sounds of the six-person chamber ensemble, “Keigome, Keigome, rexah kialo latha

Nothing quite like 3 Drops of Blood exists

stefotia.” (Translation: “I’m burning, I’m

elsewhere on the West Coast, or perhaps

burning, throw more oil onto the ﬁre.”)

anywhere for that matter. The quarterly
series, named after a short story by Sadeq

The lyrics come from Rembetika, a style of

Hedayat, an Iranian existentialist writer,

hard-edged folk music that once thrived in

showcases a variety of artists that come

the hashish dens and underground cafes
of post-WWI Greece. The piece is but one
in the program that night for 3 Drops of
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Opposite: Paige Sorvillo and
Kinji Hayashi

Janice Garrett & Dancers
together to perform in one evening. Each

“I felt like each of the elements were so dis-

installment typically features dance, works

parate from each other that the only way to

of a living composer or new music ensem-

have them congeal was to have somewhat

ble, ethnic music, and Nanos Operetta.

of a recurring theme or thematic motif that
ran through the performances as a binding

What sets 3 Drops of Blood apart from other

factor,” says Ali Tabatabai, member of Nanos

multicultural presentations is that there

Operetta and the curator of the series.

is a theme—sometimes a song or a piece
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of music repeated throughout the night in

In one night, audiences get a sampling of

different versions or arrangements and/or

works by unique performers—from a bass

by different artists.

clarinet quartet to champion Mongolian

Nanos Operetta (L to R): Max Baloian, Jason Ditzian, Craig Demel, Ali
Tabatabai, Aharon Wheels Bolsta (guest), Robin Reynolds, Phil Williams
throat singers, a Balinese gamelan orches-

possibly win over new fans.

tra to butoh dancers. And even though the
individual acts seem so different, spanning

Now in its third year and approaching the

genres, cultures, and emotions, in this con-

ﬁnal installment, 3 Drops of Blood has sold

text nothing seems out of place—the pieces

out shows, received stellar reviews in the

coalesce to tell a captivating story.

press, and has gained a reputation for
its high-caliber programming. The series

Meanwhile, the artists get the opportunity

reached a new level in February 2005 with

to explore new works in progress, road

the presentation of accordion player/com-

test short segments in front of an audience

poser Guy Klucevsek, who rarely performs

that may not be familiar with their art, and

on the West Coast and can usually be seen
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playing large concert halls worldwide. He

go on a two-week tour with the ﬁlm, per-

has now appeared in two installments. With

forming the music live as it is screened in

funding from several arts grants, the pre-

museums across the country.

senters have been able to bring more artists
from outside of the Bay Area, such as New

And as for the future of 3 Drops of Blood?

York-based percussionist Cyro Baptista,

The series has been booked through its

who has played with the likes of Sting, Peter

tenth installment. After that, Tabatabai says

Gabriel, Jay-Z, and Snoop Dogg.

he hopes that the series will become an annual event that spans a few days. “The idea

At two installments last summer, Nanos

originally was to get exposure to Nanos...

Operetta presented U.S. premiers of works

But I just think it’s great, and there’s noth-

by two contemporary composers based in

ing like that out there. And people love

Europe (Boris Kovac and Arnold Dreyblatt).

it. For me, a person who has a very short

The pieces were performed by the Chepikov

attention span, it’s perfect, because you can

String Quartet, a chamber ensemble that

go there and see 15 minutes of something

was created for the series.

and then boom—it’s something different...
It’s the whole thing of making people want

Since establishing 3 Drops of Blood, Nanos

more...because if they walk away feeling

Operetta has become a recognizable name in

like they wanted that segment to be longer,

the Bay Area arts community. Last year the

you’ve done your job—it was great.”

director of the San Francisco International
Arts Festival invited the group to perform in

More information about the series, including

the festival. Artists who have participated in

past and future performers, can be found at

3 Drops of Blood have asked the ensemble

www.nanosoperetta.com. The site also fea-

to collaborate outside of the series—one

tures a two-minute trailer with scenes from

such collaboration led to a Bay Area dance

the ﬁrst two installments. ~

award for music they composed and performed to accompany a butoh dance piece.
Iranian director Bahman Kiarostami was
also impressed by Nanos Operetta’s music
when he saw them at a series installment.
He commissioned them to score the music
to one of his ﬁlms, a documentary called
Persian Garden. This spring, the group will
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Opposite: Jennifer Wright Cook

Story and art by Cecilia Chapman
In a few hours I was leaving to visit my

I was working the big party in the back

cousin for three weeks. His wife had left

room, and Kristi was waiting tables in the

him for a computer salesman while he was

front of the house. We were helping each

surﬁng one day, so he bought a run-down

other out and splitting the tips. The lunch

motel on the west coast of Baja. He sent

hour rush was over when I checked on her

me photographs and told me to come visit.

tables. A few stragglers were left. A secre-

He’d named it the ‘American Motel’ and

tary and her boss were ﬁnishing a half-bottle

painted the name on a broken surfboard,

of wine in the corner, Kristi’s boyfriend and

with the last three letters of ‘American’

his business partners from the garage next

painted in red, white, and blue. So when

door were arguing, and three men were

Henry, my boss, threw one of his tantrums,

hunched over photographs like crows over

I didn’t really care. His cooks forgot to ﬁre

something dead. Kristi was in the bathroom

the second roast beef for the banquet I was

throwing up because she was pregnant.

serving, and from the dining room I could
hear Henry pounding the butcher block with

The forty-ﬁve ladies attending the banquet

his knife. When I looked in the kitchen he

were running me. They were ferocious eat-

was on the ﬂoor screaming.

ers. One of them wore a baseball cap that
said ‘retired’ on the front and a furlined, gold
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embroidered vest with dragons. Incredible

ﬂy to Baja later. Yusof not good ﬂying.”

jade, pearl, and diamond earrings dangled
from her ears. Kristi called them ‘beach

***

rocks.’ The lady was four feet tall, eighty
years old, owned half of Chinatown, all of

The plane took off with a shuddering whine

Ting Electronics, and was dogging me for

that scattered my thoughts in the clouds.

more of Henry’s cream puffs. The table was

I looked up and saw the Russians a few

waiting for the second roast beef, more

seats in front of me and slouched low. All

dumplings, more ginger, and more hot wa-

I wanted to do was forget Henry’s, the art

ter with lemon. Henry’s mother, Lyn, was

gallery that had just dropped my work, and

there. She took her friends to Henry’s to eat

the past six years I’d spent with a man who

so he wouldn’t close down.

left me for a tattooed woman who yelled at
him. I just wanted to surf and looked for-

Lyn had said to me before, “Bad, bad, very

ward to speaking Spanish and not thinking

bad. My boys very bad, and they run with

in English, as if that too might erase my

rich boys who don’t work.” At one time she

mind. Finally a shiny, new airstrip appeared

had owned casinos in Shanghai. Now Lyn

beside a long, cool look south across the

owned restaurants and real estate, which

sapphire sea.

was good, as she was Henry’s primary investor and he was losing money.

Shawn picked me up in his station wagon
loaded with produce. “Yeah, I’m jam-

One of the men at the table of three was wav-

packed, booked, cuz, but I saved you your

ing at me. Viktor, a Russian antique dealer

own bungalow in the back. Your timing is

with his partner, Yusof. They were Henry’s

great, the international pro surf tour is hap-

regulars. Carlos, a lawyer, a Colombian, who

pening all week down the beach at Negro’s.

I’d served in different restaurants was with

I got the rooms packed with dudes, like six

them. He wore tiny dark glasses day and

to eight in a room paying me good moola.

night, and the same clothes all the time.

Hope they don’t disturb you, they’re having

The Russians lumbered through Henry’s

a good time. Even the hammocks off the

oyster bar and caviar like bears. They were

terrace got takers ‘cause I put up a Web

amiable, stolid, but wary. Not people you’d

site with the lowest rates around. I got a

want to excite unnecessarily. I didn’t think

couple empty bungalows left tonight with

they had all known each other. Viktor put

some ﬁshermen coming tomorrow. Hah! It’s

his huge hands together to form a glass and

my ﬁrst season, the motel’s jammin’, they

requested, “Two scotches, single malt. We

just ﬁnished that new airport nearby, and
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the beach rocks! There’s a storm to sea, the

“I saved this bungalow just for you,” Shawn

swell’s bad. I ﬁxed up speakers on the ter-

said. Filled with dead bugs, old paperbacks,

race. I got a rad cook with his grandson to

swimming trunks, and martini glasses, the

help out. I’m seeing a cute little Mexican

room was coated with salt-dust so thick I

surfer-girl and she doesn’t want to have

could pick it up in my hand. But it was in

discussions about our relationship all the

the back of the garden, very private, and

time. So what’s up, cuz?”

looked out to sea over the motel below. I
cleaned the room and drank to the sounds of

Built in the late 1940s, the motel at the

partying, salsa, and beer bottles alternately

end of the road was outside a dusty ﬁshing

making me forget my heartbreak and then

village ringed by cactus and wrecked cars.

making it worse. Shawn and Tonia, her hair

The once-handsome collection of sixteen

streaked like a tiger to her thighs, showed

bungalows sprawled down the seacoast hill-

me around the motel. They had taken out

side surrounded by hard desert. Each haci-

the walls of two bungalows off the terrace,

enda-style unit accommodated four people

enlarging it. There they hung a dozen ham-

and had a tiny walled patio. Several had

mocks, placed tables, and served food.

their own private driveway. The plumbing
was out of order, but no one cared. An old

Early in the morning I ﬂoated in the sea, let-

outhouse was in the bushes by a pump, and

ting the soft waves massage me. Suddenly

buckets were in each room for showering.

a head poked up out of the water. A sea

turtle. He looked at me, tilting his armored

The Russians wanted to rent a bungalow for

head, intelligence in his eyes. I raced to

the night. They got a late start, wanted to

shore then watched the creature duck-

rest, and were going to have to stop in a

dive a wave and disappear. The stray dogs

few hours anyway at a motel up the coast.

led by Jack, Shawn’s dog, watched me as

I told them Shawn was at the contest and

if they were my guardians, but they were

he’d be back later. All I wanted to do was

really following me everywhere because I

sleep, but I took the Russians on the ter-

had given them food from my plate.

race, got some tortillas, eggs, and tea from
the kitchen, and we sat down. The dogs lay

Later that night Shawn, Tonia, and I drove

on top of my feet.

down the coast to a noisy bar. When I saw
the Russians I was so drunk I waved. They

“Yah, we buy big old wood pieces, mission

ambled over, very friendly, and more drunk

benches, tables, chests, bed-frames, some

than I.

nice painted frames, and wood carvings.
Like statues, saints from churches. Very pri-

“Halo, what you doing here?” Yusof greet-

vate sale. Carlos running sale, maybe two

ed me and dropped into an empty chair.

other people buy, like auction,” Yusof said.

“I took three weeks off from Henry’s. My

“We meet lawyer, Carlos, at Henry’s. He

cousin owns a motel up the coast.”

been telling us about the sale. One time
only, from very old rancheros. He telling us

“Ah, we going home next day. We come

how to get furniture home and making us

here for private antique sales show. We buy

papers at the border, costing a lot, but we

ﬁne arts, old Mission and Colonial pieces.

selling for more. We have lots clients want

Now we going to drive home in the morn-

Latins antiques. We can park in front of the

ing,” Viktor added.

room and watch van for night. Carlos been
telling us bandits here,” Viktor ﬁlled in.

“Drop by,” I said reluctantly when Shawn
handed them his card. Noon the next day the

When I didn’t feed the dogs my food they

entire motel was dead silent as most surfers

dragged a seagull up from the beach, tore it

were out at the contest. Anyone left was as

apart, and ate it in front of us. Pedro came

hung-over as I. Chuy, the cook’s grandson,

out and kicked at them and they scattered,

woke me up. The Russians had arrived, and

but the Russians weren’t upset. I went to

were asking for me, trailing a huge moving

the balcony edge, thinking I might throw

van I could see from my room.

up, but there I saw Chuy greeting a lim52

ousine. Carlos poked his head out of the

into Sondra and cousin’s beautiful style, old

driver’s seat and looked up. He was wearing

motel, so quiet here.”

a chauffeur’s cap over his tiny glasses.
My head was throbbing. I took a deep breath
“Hey, I thought you muchachos were driv-

and vaguely wondered who might be in the

ing on through up the coast?”

back of the limousine. I didn’t want to think
too hard, but I wasn’t having a good feeling

“Hola, Carlos,” Yusef answered. “What’s

about all this activity. Then another vehicle

up? What you be doing here? We thinking

pulled up. It was a new, customized black

we going to meet you maybe day after and

SUV with California plates ﬁlled with nine

stay here tonight. We be going to call you

people. A mother, two sons and their wives,

later. We been tired, want to sleep, maybe

and four teenage daughters piled out into

have little vacation. Too much drinking te-

the driveway.

quila last night.”
“Hey, we got a reservation here, this is the
“Amigos, look, we gotta keep to a schedule

American Motel, right?” One man yelled up

here, things are arranged at the border.”

at me in that tone of voice that meant he
owned things, maybe a company, and was
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“Oh, no, Carlos, we just rest here for a

used to getting his way. The other man,

while. We getting late start, now we run

in a Hawaiian shirt, immediately began un-

loading expensive ﬁshing gear. They were

and Zamba moved up the steps as if she

handsome,

owned them.

well-groomed,

and

already

tan in that wealthy, well-fed way. But the
women had a feral, nervous look, clutch-

One of the wives, a tall blonde with care-

ing their clothes and bags, ﬁngering their

ful hair and tailored jeans, took over. “We

hair. Chuy arrived to help, eyeing the four

made a reservation several weeks ago and

daughters, all twice his height, calling each

we need our rooms arranged. We reserved

one ‘mamacita.’ The dogs were circling the

three rooms, two for ourselves and one

limousine and growling, hair prickling on

for the children and their grandmother. We

their backs.

paid in advance and,” she glanced at an expensive watch, “we’re actually late. Drove

“The owner’s going to return in a while.

all night and morning and we want to rest

So maybe you all want to rest on the ter-

and eat.”

race and get some food, a beer?” I called
down. I took a look around at Carlos, the

The

grandmother

ignored

everything

Russians, and now this family. “I mean,

and just stared into space. The husbands

hey, I’m just a guest here too. I need to go

were holding their ﬁshing gear and watch-

lie down and sleep so if you all want to just

ing Zamba. The daughters moved closer

make yourselves...”

together.

The back door to the limousine suddenly

I yelled at Chuy unloading luggage, “Stop

clicked open and bare feet followed by long,

that, Chuy. Go ﬁnd Shawn on the beach,

mahogany legs wrapped in a tiny, fringed

pronto.”

suede skirt slid out. Thick black braids fell
from under an army cap embroidered with

Chuy went racing out the driveway as a

‘U.S. School of the America’s, Fort Benning,

ﬂatbed passed him, shifting into very low

Georgia.’ She wore a shrunken army jacket

gear, rumbling up the driveway, and grind-

with cut-off sleeves and a choker of emer-

ing into the motel with screeching brakes.

alds. The dogs were in a frenzy and bark-

It was dirty, rusty, and ﬁlled with rocks.

ing. She pulled out a tiny gun, shot at the
dirt, and they ran off. Then she pulled on a

Out jumped a tiny woman. “Hola amigos.”

leash and a baby black jaguar rolled out of
the car into the dust.

She looked around and continued in Frenchaccented English. “I am so happy. I am

“This is La Zamba,” Carlos said to everyone,

coming here for so many years and never
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can spend zee nights and now this ees this

galows open with driveways. They weren’t

marvelous motel. I am Violette.”

happy about that, but Carlos smoothed it
out. And how about the Frenchy rock collec-

She was neatly dressed in a ranchero hat

tor from Guadalajara? Lots of surfers told

banded with rattlesnake tails, a lace shirt

me she could stay with them. She wants to

falling off her shoulder, and Guatemala

sleep in the hammocks on the terrace for a

pants rolled up over high top sneakers. She

night or two, she collects sea rocks to sell to

was breezy and quick, slipping right up to

architects and rich Americans redecorating

Carlos, getting really close to him.

their houses. A musician from Cuba showed
up too. He wants a hammock until a bun-

I couldn’t take anymore. I was exhausted. I

galow opens up. Fat city, cuz, give me ﬁve!

grabbed some aspirin from Pedro and went

So me and Tonia gonna stay with you for

to my bungalow and slept. It wasn’t long

a few days. I gave Carlos one bungalow,

before a siren woke me up. When I crawled

the Russians another, and Zamba our room

out to look down through the garden to the

‘cause I still gotta do a little work on those

driveway, two Mexican police were talking

other two bungalows.”

with Tonia who was gesturing excitedly at
the limousine and terrace. Beside them a

Tonia explained, “La Zamba, she Colombian,

taxi sat with its engine running, waiting for

very big famous artist and dancer in Mexico

a man to pay.

City. She ees very rich, only dance when she
want, own her own club, maybe three clubs.

The new arrival had a trench coat over his

She revolutionary, never wear high heels or

arm and a set of drums sat in the dirt behind

bra. Say it all capitalist trick to make slave

him. Shawn was giving the police money

of womens. The chicas here, they copying

when I went back to bed. A few minutes

her, very smart. She own many business

later he knocked on my door. “Hey, what

in Mexico and sell fotographia for mucho

luck! Thanks for sending Chuy down, those

money and give it all away...”

ﬁshermen showed up with their families and
whoa, that Zamba. She wants to stay here

“Well that limousine musta cost her a little

and promised not to pull out her gun, the

cash, honey...” Shawn began.

Americans complained. The police heard
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about it from some surfers and showed

“Oh, she got licencia diplomatica in back,

up, but I guess they know Zamba. Who’s

you look. She have muchos amigos in gobi-

that slick Carlos dude with the Russians,

erno, always. Even they say,” Tonia lowered

though? I told them I didn’t have any bun-

her voice, “she lover of Fidel.”

I wanted to scream, just like Henry, lay down

Zamba ﬁngered it. “I always want necklace

and pound the ﬂoor. Instead I just said, “I

of emeralds when I am young, an’ now I can

have a really bad headache, I’m tired, ex-

buy, but I am thinking so many poor peo-

hausted, Shawn, I want to sleep...”

ples, so bad, like bad luck. Bad rocks.” She
surprised me and sort of chuckled. “They

“Slow down, cuz, hold on. Look, I’ll make

not real. Like glass, only fake for fun.”

it up to you, but I gotta ask you a favor
please? Pedro’s old legs are just gonna

“Beach rocks,” I replied inanely and she

give out. Can you help me out around the

laughed, we both laughed. It was the ﬁrst

kitchen, run a little food the next few days

good laugh I’d had in a while.

or so? Tonia’s gonna help out too. Look, this
is it, my ﬁrst season, this is big. I’ll always

Then she peeled off her clothes and walked

owe you. I need you, please?”

into the sea, letting the cat swim around
her in the surf. Wet, you could see the

I walked out. Went down to the beach and

rosette markings in the jaguar’s pelt, like

threw myself on the sand. The dogs licked

eyes, eyes watching everything all around.

the soles of my feet until I tied them to a

Zamba wasn’t wearing anything but the

rock. Then I swam and slept until almost

emeralds.

sunset and woke feeling better. As my
eyes focused I saw an ofﬁcial-looking boat

When I returned to my bungalow Shawn

anchored outside the cove by the rocks, a

and Tonia were necking on my bed. I made

long string of ﬂags rigged from the mast. I

a lot of noise banging the door and grabbed

heard the dogs growl. “Que pasa?” Zamba

my bucket. I went back outside and rinsed

stood spread legged before me. She had her

off by the water pipe. From there, I could

jaguar, a big net bag with ﬁns inside, and

see past the outside waves to Zamba’s

what looked to be a box camera wrapped

head bobbing around the boat in its long

in plastic.

evening shadows. The cat was tied on the
beach with Jack watching it. Next door I

“Hi, I’m Sondra, Shawn’s cousin.”

could hear the Americans ﬁghting over
whether they should leave and go search

“Si, I understan’ this.”

for another hotel. But they couldn’t ﬁnd an
empty one nearby. It was late and the hus-

“I knew Carlos at home, for a few years

bands wanted to stay and at least ﬁsh in

now, where I work. That’s a beautiful

the early morning. The wives were furious

necklace.”

about the plumbing and the lack of facili56

ties, meaning, I guessed, shops or a bar or

tortillas chips, lime, and salt.

other American families.
“But why are you here?” Yusof asked Carlos.
One of them kept saying, “And the girls.

“I thought we going to meet at border?”

This isn’t right for the children.”
“Well, that’s just a little hard to explain. I
I went out to the terrace where the sunset

got a little delayed, missed the ﬂight, and

was burning a purple hole into the sea. ‘The

decided to drive up behind you. I met up

children’ were ﬂirting with some hard-drink-

with Zamba in Cabo after I left you. She

ing surfers twice their age. Carlos and the

and I go way back. She’s on vacation so I

Russians were playing cards while drink-

decided to drive with her up the coast and

ing shots of tequila, and the musician was

then ﬂy to the border from here to meet

mashing mint in a bowl with the bottom of a

you.”

bottle of rum. A cigarette hung from his lip.
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He looked amused and intelligent, despite a

I went into the kitchen. Pedro was rinsing

disconcerting dimple in his chin. Salty strag-

rice and singing along to the radio while

glers returned from the surf contest looking

Chuy was dragging in buckets of water. I

for food, tossing beer cans at each other.

went back out to the terrace and grabbed

Reggae surged from Shawn’s new system

the local newspaper to read in the ham-

merging with the smell of fried ﬁsh, fresh

mock until it was time for me to help out.

“Do you speak Spanish?” the musician

his mojito.

asked me.
“So good, you make? Make one for me s’il
“Enough. I’m Sondra, Shawn’s cousin.”

vous plait?” she cooed.

“I’m Tito. How lucky for you, it’s a beautiful

So I swung in my hammock reading the

spot. Not many Americans speak Spanish.

paper. Six Colombian Banco Del Oro bandi-

My mother is American, but I grew up in

tos were found slain outside Puerto Vallarta

Cuba.”

without the gold works and emeralds worth
millions of dollars. Revolution in Haiti. There

“Are you on vacation?”

was an advertisement for La Zamba’s club
in Mexico City. The Brazilian surf contestant

“I was playing in Cabo, I live in Mexico City

with his amazing looking girlfriend posed in

and was able to take a few extra days off. I

front of Shawn’s motel sign.

heard La Zamba is here too.”
Serving dinner with Tonia I listened to the
“I guess she’s really well-known,” I said.

Americans talk with the Russians about their
sea cruise to Russia, the only way to travel.

“She is. Owns three clubs. Colombian emi-

Carlos played poker with surfers and took all

grant with a teenage son, was married.

their cash. Zamba stayed in her bungalow,

She began her career dancing and showing

the dogs running and panting around her

photographs. She goes to church every day

windows. The French woman sipped moji-

and the newspapers go loco every morn-

tos and read magazines in her hammock,

ing taking pictures of her going in or out of

and then sat down next to Carlos, beating

church. She’s smart for a stripper. She has

him for all his winnings while drinking his

ideas about liberation struggles, donates a

tequila. She always seemed as if she was up

lot of her money to charity. People link her

to mischief, constantly smiling quickly under

with Nicky Espinosa, the polo playing son

her eyelashes when her lace shirt fell off her

of El Presidente, but he claims they’re just

shoulder, pulling it up, and then shrugging

friends.”

engagingly so it would fall again.

The rock collector came up from the drive-

The Mexican police returned for a few

way looking disarmingly disheveled after

beers until eleven, when the family com-

a long time shifting rocks around in her

plained about the music, although the

truck. She looked at Tito and took a sip of

husbands fell asleep in front of the speak58

ers. Shawn was busy, cleaning up all over,

hours and again at dawn. I went back to my

helping Pedro out as more diners showed

hammock.

up than expected. All I wanted to do was
sleep. I cleared the last of the tables and

Surfers on the way to the contest’s early

headed for my hammock on the front porch

ﬁrst heat found the Russian’s van door lay-

of my bungalow. I couldn’t stand to be in

ing in the driveway blocking their jeep and

the same room with two people in love.

honked continuously until Viktor came out.

I shrouded myself in mosquito netting as

A few minutes later one of the American

the wind died and mosquitoes divebombed

mothers screamed. Her daughter was miss-

me. I was just falling asleep when an en-

ing. Everyone came running out and Shawn

ormous crack of thunder shook the world.

scrambled down just as the Americans

A ﬁreball shot into the air and I heard the

discovered that all the tires on their SUV

surfers cheering. For about half an hour the

had been slashed. ‘Gringos go home’ was

boat outside the rocks burned, and then the

scratched on the door. The returned. The

ﬁre slipped into the sea. I looked down and

daughter reappeared after spending a few

saw that the Mexican police had returned.

hours with one of the younger surfers in the

Shawn and Tonia were talking to them. To

bungalow under construction.

the side of them by the truck, Carlos and
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the Frenchwoman seemed to be arguing. A

Carlos helped the Americans remove the

helicopter searched the waters for several

slashed tires and offered to drive them to

Cabo for new ones. They wanted to return

water’s smashing edge. Next to her was

home immediately and the rest of their

Tito, a few steps behind her, hands deep

family camped on the terrace. From there

in his pockets, talking to her, although she

I could see a vicious-looking purple smear

didn’t look happy and didn’t look at him. La

moving toward us, a storm on the horizon.

Zamba and the rugged man weren’t touch-

The Frenchwoman took off with a wave

ing, but it was obvious they were close. I

down the driveway in her truck to a boul-

felt like I was spying and took a detour back

der-ﬁlled beach. Tito watched everything

to the motel.

from his hammock, swaying to the same
beat on the radio as Pedro who was mop-

The wind whipped the sea into white noise.

ping the tiles around us.

By noon the terrace was packed with the
American women huddled in the midst of

The Russians hadn’t found anything miss-

partying surfers. Tito was making mojitos

ing. The furniture looked to be in the exact

and talking, looking the most comfortable

position and condition as when they had

and at home in the midst of the chaos.

packed it all in Cabo. Maybe a few things

Carlos and the American men returned with

looked a little shifted around. I wondered

the tires, all slightly drunk. They started

who was going to walk off with a four-

to work, but the wind increased and sand

hundred pound chest, but they screwed the

blew through the motel leaving shifting

door back on.

mounds. Then the storm rolled onshore,
and everyone went into their bungalows.

I took off up the beach to just walk around,

The storm picked up force and cleaned out

think, maybe surf, the dogs following me.

all the trees, knocked down poles, and all

The waves were crashing on shore, pushed

the electricity went out down the coast. By

by the storm, tumbling up on themselves.

sunset the wind howled. I lay in my ham-

They were growing in height by the min-

mock listening to a waterfall pour around

ute and the contest was called off for the

me. Every bungalow glowed with its own oil

day. As I returned I saw Zamba not far

lamp, and one detached itself and moved

down the beach walking with a man I

towards me. It was Carlos with a ﬂashlight,

hadn’t seen before. He was rugged-look-

without his glasses. It was the ﬁrst time I’d

ing but very pale. They were trailed closely

ever seen his eyes. Although in the dark I

by four men. Way back behind them was

couldn’t really see them, I felt them.

the Frenchwoman. She was pacing herself
to their movements and trying to look like

“Why are you out here?” he yelled at me

she was collecting rocks, strolling along the

from the walkway. I swung in my ham60

mock and pointed at the chair beside me.

“What’s with La Zamba and the men on

The night was warm despite the storm, but

the beach? Why are you her chauffeur and

the wind was so loud I had to almost shout

the Russian’s water boy? And the auction,

back.

what’s that all about?” Questions tumbled
from my tongue.

“Shawn and Tonia have taken over my
room. I can’t sleep.”

“So many questions. Is this like a game?
Can I win and have what I want? Why are

The storm tore a limb off the tree and threw

you a waitress and why are you here in this

it at Carlos. He grabbed my hand.

place with no water inside and a river outside?” Carlos replied. I laughed.

“Let’s go back to my bungalow, where it is
safe.”

I felt exasperated but laughed.

We slipped down the muddy path with water

“La Zamba grew up with me in Columbia.”

slamming on our backs. In Carlos’ bungalow

Carlos pushed at his wet hair as he talked.

I wrapped myself in a sheet after taking off
my wet clothes. I saw he had few posses-

“Our mothers were friends, mine was an

sions, but he pulled out a small gun from

American who married a Colombian beach

his waistband and kept it by his hand.

boy. My father left when I was young, and
when my mother’s parents were crippled

“Will you shoot me if I bark at you?”

in a car accident we moved to their home
in Chicago. There I went to law school. La

“I will bite you if you don’t bark at me.” He

Zamba’s mother was a beautiful German girl

had taken off his wet shirt and lit candles.

living with a dealer. Her father disappeared

His skin gleamed like copper.

too. Her mother was kidnapped by a drug
lord, and La Zamba went to live with her

We sat on two of the four single beds lining

grandmother. Zamba was a blonde-haired

the room while the roof shook in the wind and

child with red-gold skin. Everyone wanted to

crazy shadows danced on the walls. Carlos

touch her. She dyed her hair to come here,

offered me scotch and mineral water. His

to avoid newspaper reporters, anyone.

wet hair had fallen from its usual greased-
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back position and was pushed back behind

“I went back to Colombia when I was

his ears. Suddenly he looked very attractive

twenty-ﬁve. Everywhere was gray. The

and I was shocked at myself.

streets were gray, the people were gray, the

food was gray, the sky was gray, but in the

she asked me to be her lawyer. I have been

jungle it was all color. The ﬁsh, their eyes,

taking care of her business for almost ten

the ﬂowers, the people in their clothes, the

years.”

sky, the music was color, the food, the fruits
were all color. I ended up sleeping out in the

The storm shrieked and we jumped to the

open for weeks, wandering around drink-

door. The bushes were almost ﬂat to the

ing in the country, small towns, villages.

ground. Rain swept by horizontally, rat-

I was camping with two friends in a ﬁeld

tling the windows. It felt dangerous to be

one night when the lightning was snapping

by glass, to be standing by Carlos, to be

around the tops of the mountains, crack-

there, then. The air vibrated, it whistled

ling, rumbling. Thunder until dawn, all

and screeched. I could feel currents of

night, as if it was under my skin, behind

energy swooping over me, the hair on my

me, inside me. Lightning ﬂickering, thunder

skin stood up.

grumbling, like the mountains were talking
to each other and I couldn’t understand one

“You want to know what I am doing here

word. I wanted to. I was so sad, as if I’d

and I will tell you. But innocence is easy,

forgotten my own language. I felt I didn’t

knowledge responsibility. Zamba called me.

belong there, anywhere. In the very early

Colombian thieves contacted her because

morning we woke up to screams. I was still

she is a very famous, rich Colombian, al-

very hung-over and stumbled through the

ways open to her people, her audience.

bushes thinking someone was hurt and I

They wanted her to arrange a purchase of

could help them. Maybe twenty Indians,

their stolen goods, many beautiful small

men, women, and children, were tied to an

gold pieces by different Colombian Indian

electric fence. A military group was turn-

tribes, exquisite, fragile, ancient gold jew-

ing it on and off, slowly frying them, tortur-

elry, ﬁgurines, magic tokens. They were

ing them, then taking turns shooting them,

drug dealers, young, stupid, not accus-

cutting them. I ﬂew to Mexico City and kept

tomed to the world. They took their cocaine

on drinking for months. Suddenly I was in

money and bought a lot of guns and bombs

a bar where Zamba was dancing. She saw

and broke into the Banco Del Oro in Bogota.

me ﬁrst. I didn’t even recognize my own

They tore the place apart, like children,

soul by then. She was having success with

destroyed it with bombs, ﬁre, killed many

her photographs of women dancers, prosti-

people, and stole from a room like a vault.

tutes, market vendors. More and more peo-

They packed it all in refrigerators and sent

ple came to see her dance, and she opened

it to Mexico. This is when Zamba called me.

her own club lined with photographs. Later

She had already met with them, seen the
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gold, and wanted to buy it. She didn’t have

Mexicans ﬁnally decided they would be the

as much money as they wanted. But she

intermediaries. I had to ﬂy back to the city

wanted to put something together, and she

and by chance the plan with the Russians

wanted me to arrange an exchange with

was hastily arranged, pure luck. If not

the Colombian government through the

them, then someone else.

Mexicans for a Colombian political prisoner,
a friend of hers. She wanted me to handle

“We were going to follow behind the Russians

the affair to provide an armed escort for

up the coast until Zamba’s friend was re-

the prisoner through Mexico. While we were

leased, then remove the gold and exchange

negotiating, a paramilitary group tracked

it for the prisoner, but the Russians stopped

down the robbers and murdered them out-

here. And that boat belonged to the para-

side Puerto Vallarta, but they didn’t ﬁnd

militaries. They are gunmen hired by the

the six cases. They were still packed in the

rich and would kill everyone, everyone just

refrigerators. We moved the gold around,

for the gold, for themselves, and keep it,

from refrigerators to rented car to limou-

just to buy more guns, more bombs, more

sine to the Russians in Cabo until things

power.”

settled with the Mexican government. We
put the cases in the big furniture to hide it

“Where is it now?”

from the mercenaries following the thieves.
We thought they would come after us. The
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“I have a key to the van. Zamba delivered

part of it a few days ago, the emeralds, mil-

his coolness. He turned his back to me.

lions of dollars of emeralds, in return for
her friend, Mac Cullen. He was released in

“...the gold has disappeared and...yes, the

Mexico. She saw him brieﬂy a few days ago

gold, gone. And Mac ran away from his

in Cabo and then this morning on his way

guards at the border. He gave them the slip

to the border. When she gives the Mexican

and he’s on the run. He’s good at it. Zamba

government the rest, they will release Mac

said he might try that. He’s afraid he’ll be

at the border with the armed escort home

killed if he’s traveling with other people in a

and deliver the gold to the Colombian Banco

group. He prefers to move solo, incognito.”

Del Oro.”
“Gone? How is the gold gone?”
“You mean the gold is just sitting out in the
van in the rain?”

“It is. We searched. Even though we both
arranged to watch it between ourselves

“Well....”

constantly, someone slipped in and took it.
Someone who knew. They took my key.”

“...and the boat?”
A horrible storm-sound shook the bunga“Yes, Zamba attached a bomb, could have

low. Carlos grabbed me. “Come let us for-

blown herself up in one rough wave...that is

get all these things. The storm is telling us

how she loves this friend. But as children,

to lie down, be still, wait for it to pass.”

we swam every day in the sea.”
The next morning when I woke Carlos was
“How can you feel safe, how can you be

gone from our bed. Three tiny uncut emer-

certain they won’t come and drag you away

alds gleamed by my shirt. It wasn’t actually

and torture you, kill you and us and tear the

morning but a brilliantly brittle, hot noon.

place apart?”

On the terrace Zamba sat talking with police peering through binoculars. She had

“Because Zamba has many friends in Mexico.

washed the dye from her hair and it was a

There are guards around the hill now, in the

gold ﬂash, two feet all around her face.

rain, in cars down the road. She is worth
much to the Mexicans and of course there’s

Shawn jumped out of the kitchen in an

more....” He shrugged and laughed.

apron with the broom. “Carlos split with the
Russians without paying. They followed the

I was numb from the whiskey, amazed with

family up the coast together. Figures, that
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dude. I think the Americans paid him to

a lot. Always end up in prison when he with

stick close by. So you can have your room

Frenchy. This not ﬁrst time I get Mac out

to yourself. Even Frenchy split, maybe yes-

of prison. Carlos going to give the gold to

terday. I wasn’t watching, anyway she paid

guerrillas in Colombia. I know Carlos always

for two nights. So now it’s gonna be real

got this something going on. He been tak-

quiet, just you, me, Tito, and Chuy, cuz.

ing my money for politicas in Colombia. I

Even Tonia had to split back home. Her fa-

don’t look, pretend not to see. These things

ther’s sick. And tomorrow Pedro’s got a few

I can’t do for myself because of who I am.

days off to go to his daughter’s.”

The Frenchy going to sell gold for Mac. But
now God look out for me because Mac run

La Zamba continued peering through the

away and I don’ need giving Colombians

binoculars as Shawn escorted the police

gold. But Mexicans government not very

down the stairs to their cars. “Carlos driv-

happy with me.” All this time she continued

ing with the gold, north, half the gold,” she

staring through the binoculars.

said sharply to me.
“Well, all that makes me feel kind of dizzy.”
“He told me it was gone.” I looked at her.

I wanted to go swimming and not have to
consider these things. I felt shaky in the

“He telling many peoples many things. I

hot sun after all that scotch, breathless. My

don’ know what he telling you. We look an’

vacation was not turning out exactly as I

the gold is gone, but he lie to me. Little rock

wanted. “And how do you know all that?”

girl take it. The Frenchy. I know her from
long time. Right away stealing, always,

“Tito tell me.”

steal the key from Carlos, like get up real
close. I been watching her and I tell Carlos

That took me by surprise and I showed it.

to watch things with her.”

“Tito?” I asked.

“Why didn’t you say something?”

“Si, he tell me Frenchy go in van, fast and
sneaky with Carlos keys. Spend long time
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“Frenchy love Mac, always following him

and put cases in big bag in truck. Then he

around. He being big fool and telling her

telling me he be seeing Carlos and Frenchy

what I tell him about the refrigerators,

talking hard, very serious, after boat bomb.”

Russians, and Carlos. Always I love him,

I looked at her closely. She hadn’t removed

she no good. Mac too much politicas, get

the binoculars from her eyes. Then, for a

killed talking politicas. Frenchy and Mac talk

second, she glanced at me to see how I was

taking the news. That split-second, she re-

“Si, like this. Tito tell me Carlos know

minded me of the sea turtle.

Frenchy take the gold, he say they arrange
to cheat me. I know Carlos want to sell gold

“I know Carlos since we children, we have

for more guns, bombs, more war, always la

son together. You know this?”

violencia. Always he like this.”

“It’s obvious I know nothing, you tell me.”

Finally she put down the binoculars and
picked up her bag. She arranged the leash

“I sneak in Mexico long time when I young

on the jaguar. On the horizon I saw a boat

and live with no papers. He family very rich

coming closer. That was the last I saw of La

and we marry in Mexico so I can buy pa-

Zamba.

pers and make business. We have Alfredo,
my baby, but I don’ love Carlos. He always

By the next night the place was dead. I had

too sneaky and he don’ love me like that

shown Shawn the emeralds Carlos left in

way.” Zamba sighed. “And then I meet Mac.

the room and told him the story Carlos told

Carlos no man to love and, now, like you

me and what Zamba had said. “Hah, you

say they double me.”

believed him? Cuz, you are amazing. Carlos
was the slipperiest-looking dude I ever saw.

“Double-cross.”

Those glasses, those clothes. I mean wow!
He cleaned up at poker though and now he
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went and cheated Zamba.”

talked to him and they said they hadn’t
seen her for a while. “I knew they wouldn’t

The police came back a day later. They had

want her to be with some gringo, beach

questions and a newspaper.

bum. That’s me, a bum with a broken down
motel in the middle of nowhere. A failure,

“Is this the man was here?” they asked

a loser.”

me, showing me the Mexico City newspaper. It was Carlos in an ID photo. The paper

“Shawn, take it easy.”

said ‘COLOMBIAN KIDNAPPERS SHOT BY
RUSSIANS IN BAJA DESERT.’ It went on to

“No, it’s true. That Tito guy, he started it.

say one of the Russians had shot bandits

He was hanging out one night talking and

ransacking their vehicles. The robbers had

laughing with Tonia. I think he got her

not found what they wanted and were going

thinking about things, the life she’d have

to take the teenage daughters hostage, but

with me. I mean he was a musician, not

Carlos offered himself instead. One of the

some motel surf-bum like me. Here she

Russians pulled out a gun and shot, killed,

was cleaning and cooking, what kind of life

or seriously wounded most of them. Two got

is that for her?”

away. The Russian had been a decorated
marksman in the Army. Carlos was the law-

“Shawn, calm down, it’s not the end of the

yer for La Zamba. The Americans managed

world, sit down, relax.”

to get a call for help on their cell phone.

He was more devastated than I’d thought.
The full moon was starting to rise over the

I decided to go home, close up my apart-

motel, casting everything in a sad blue

ment, move some things into storage, and

light. The dogs curled around his feet and

stay in Shawn’s motel for a while. Henry

Jack looked up at me with sorry eyes.

was upset when I gave notice, but I knew
he would ﬁre me anyway even if I gave

“Yeah, he started it. I know she kind of

two weeks notice. He’d borrowed money

looked at me funny after that. And I don’t

from his mother to stay open, he said.

know about Tito so much either. Look what

The Russians were there eating dinner and

I found in his room under the bed when I

waved at me.

was cleaning up today.” Shawn opened the
chest and pulled out a tiny gold ﬁgurine,

On my return to the motel, Shawn was

shaped like a ﬂying ﬁsh.

anxious. Tonia had never responded to his
phone calls. Her parents had ﬁnally just
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“Shawn, this must be part of that gold.”

“Yeah, I know. How’d it end up here?”
In the car Tonia cried and ﬁnally said, “I
“Did you show this to anyone else?”

love you both so much. So good, Shawn
being so good for me when we have such

“No, I waited for you to come back since we

good time. An’ I have mucho good fortune

talked about it.”

meeting the Padre Tito on Shawn terrace, I
can’ believe...”

***
“Stop. Padre Tito? You mean...?”
A few days later I lay in the hammock and
opened the newspaper to a photograph of

“Tito ees no musician. He the rebel Padre

the funeral for Mac Faye Cullen. It said, ‘MAC

living in jungle to be ﬁghting revolution very

CULLEN’S BOMB DEATH LEAVES MYSTERY

famous all over Colombia, always stand up

WIDOW UNEXPECTED FORTUNE.’ Behind

for these peoples. He saying to me now he

the casket stood the Frenchy in black, Tito

going to be no more priest. He saying it no

in a priest’s collar, and Tonia in a suit.

good. He can no act for God if he can no
act for man. Tito saying God bring him here

***

to meet me and I am going to Colombia to
help Tito. He love me and I love him.... I

Soon after, I was at the mercado in Cabo

hoping Shawn understand this...”

buying produce when I saw Tonia near the
bus station.

“Tonia, did Tito have something to do with
stealing gold?”

“Tonia, how are you? What’s up? Shawn’s
been looking for you.”

“First we been talking together about
things, and then I see Frenchy go in the

She had a basket suitcase I could see was

van. I am thinking, I go to Carlos and tell

empty. I knew she’d left things at the mo-

him this? The Russians? I go to Shawn and

tel, and indeed she had a bus ticket out of

tell him this? No, these not kind of mans

town towards the motel.

understands what going on, and I think of
Tito. This very big problem for me. I know

“What happened, Tonia? It’s none of my

Tito understand these things, and he tells

business, I’m sorry, wait. Let me give you a

me, ‘Yes, I know Frenchwoman go in the

ride to the motel in the car.” I stopped her

van fast like centipede.’ And he tells me she

before she moved off towards the bus.

stealing gold that belongs to his peoples
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and he tells me ‘I am Padre Tito’ and ‘I

We going to Colombia and taking gold to los

being here taking back natives Colombian

indios. I love Tito, we going to marry.”

Indians’ art.’
“Are you going to tell Shawn all this?”
“Los indios, Tito say, get robbed by everyone and dying caught in the middle and

“I don’ know now. I am thinking, yes, I

they ways, old ways, are true ways. Tito

tell all this to Shawn, but I don’ want to

stealing the gold back from Carlos during

make him problemas with police. And then

the storm and before the Frenchy leave he

I thinking no, I can never tell Shawn these

talk to her on beach an’ get mucho back.

things.”

Carlos ﬁnd out by himself Frenchy taking
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the gold an’ split with her, he hide half it

The late morning was suddenly darkened by

back in van, then breaking the door and cut

thunderheads moving quickly above. Tonia

the tires so everyone leave sooner. Carlos

told me the jaguar was the sign of thunder

thinking it in the van all the way to U.S.

and rain but after the storms new things

then the banditos open everything and he

grow. When we arrived at the motel Shawn

see it gone. Tito tell me Carlos going sell

wasn’t there. He left word he’d be gone sev-

gold for money, guns and more bombs, and

eral hours. So Tonia left after packing, after

asking me to take gold to my home and

writing a long letter and petting Jack. She

hide. This make me happy he can ask me.

took the bus back to town in the rain. ~

